
nadiaross2
Callout
I decided to make notes throughout this binder. It tells a story about alternative performance in the 1990s in Toronto, from the point of view of the works that the press chose to write about. This is before internet, so you really depended on critics and reviewers to write about your show, you only had a handful of chances to reach a lot of people and the gatekeepers had their agendas.  It's like there were only a handful of 'influencers' allowed in the city and they were the only ones that could use the platforms of the time.The powers that controlled the media were controlling print paper and television stations. (Now, writing this in 2020, it's a digital world, and control manifests in different but similar ways.)P.S.: because I collaborate with so many people, I am not listing names in my comments - it would be impossible for me to write a thing if I start down that road. You can see who was working on the show in the credits in the reviews.
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Callout
Not all shows in this document are STO Union shows. Sometimes I'm a performer in someone else's show, for example. This document has only some of the projects I was involved in during this era and as such is a bit of a random sampling of a period of time.
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Callout
This should have been a STO Union production, the first one. In those days, companies were opening and closing quite rapidly and there was a bunch of turn around.  I was going to open STO Union but then this company was going to likely be handed over, but in the end it was simpler for me to just start STO Union but by then the show was happening.... 

nadiaross2
Callout
There are no words in this play. As I was exploring the art form, I chose this play because 'action defines character'. What a person does, their moment to moment actions, tells the story. I wanted to focus on what a person does, moment by moment by moment as a way of learning how stories work.

nadiaross2
Callout
"desolate and obsessive woman" - my mother was often desolate and I was drawn to this situation for that reason, in an attempt to understand her better and comes to terms with my helplessness in the face of her sorrow. The 'monotonous household chores' did her in. She was so creative and she was born a bit too early to benefit from women's liberation of the 60's. She saw other women breaking down walls and she was stuck in the kitchen. It drove her mad. She could not take the role that society had locked her into - monotonous repetitious: cleaning, cooking...that's why I am interested in repetition as well. These things haunt me, intrigue me. I always say when you are doing a show to choose something in the show that is going to help you grow or understand something, at a personal level. That investment keeps me going when there is no reason on earth I should continue to make a show go on.

nadiaross2
Callout
Allyson McMackon was so good in this role.
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Callout
I mailed Franz Xaver Kroetz this review (I was so proud) and I got back a furious letter, just dripping with rage. I had forgotten to pay his author's fee.  It was my first show and I didn't really know how to do things right (they don't really teach about the business in drama school). We charged $5 per ticket and we had made no money. I felt terrible about it. I think that maybe after that I decided that I really didn't want to work with authors again. I'm kidding, but not entirely.
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Callout
I also chose a play with no words and a female lead who kills herself at the end because it is the only kind of play I could work with, in reflection on the Canon of Great Plays. The conditions that produced that canon were not particularly good to people like me.  The only story left for people like me under those conditions would have to end in suicide. That's why I chose this play.
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Callout
Although technically this is under STO Union, it really should have been a Bald Ego Production as it was the Bald Ego gang, they just didn't have their company yet. I wasn't a playwright's director, is what I was confirming for myself. The Bald Ego gang, however, were a lovely group of really sweet people willing to do anything and have a fun time doing it. I was happy to see that they went on and formed the company like they were meant to. 
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Callout
This was NOT a STO Union production. This wad DaDa Kamera (Daniel MacIvor) and I was one of the performers in it, (with Tracy Wright as my twin sister - first time working with her. I was absolutely terrified, I was so impressed with her. I shook when I stood next to her. But I kept it cool and tried to keep up with the big kids - the entire cast were more established then me).Again, a wordless play. Actions defining scene, not words.
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Callout
Definitely a STO Union production.And such an amazing group or artists!!!Death Waits (now known as Jacob Wren)Bartok GuitarsplatAstrid Van Weren (wow could she sing! No wonder she is in New York now for years in the hit musical Come From Away. Darren O'Donnell (now famous in the elite black turtleneck art circles)Ali Riley who was in multiple bands and wrote plays in the dayand Mark Shields, who would become a central collaborator of mine. Little did we know at the time that AIDS was going to hit us and hit us hard.This show had all of exuberance of a group of people who don't know better, who don't know what is going to hit them and their community soon.
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Highlight
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Highlight
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Callout
This was an important play for me and it's quite something to be the director of a play with a rave review and NOT get mentioned in the review.This was often a tactic I experienced, where the way you can really hurt someone is to make sure that you don't include them at your party, or in your good news. Nothing hurts more then being left out of the good times.I often felt not invited because, during those days, it was just one Bromance after the next in the industry.  And it was a way to ensure that I had no value at all, to remind me that I don't exist or matter. I was used to this tactic and could endure exclusion for long periods of time.But I am sure L.L. wasn't thinking that much. Bromances are intoxicating, I would imagine. The thought of me likely never crossed his mind.
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Callout
NOT a STO Union show. I was a performer in this. But I kept the press clippings because for me, as a woman, it was an important moment for two reasons: 1. I got to work with artists who were creating shows from scratch, not with a pre-written script, and that is what I wanted to do. and 2. well, it was still very much a man's world at the time. It was special to be with other women onstage like this for that time.
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Callout
NOT a STO Union show. I was an actor in this, but it says we were all collaborators, but I don't recall it that way.  This piece has the roots of what Jacob ended up doing later on - it has the roots of some of his other shows, in my opinion.
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Callout
This show at Rhubarb! was so well received, that we got invited by Peter Hinton to do the full show at the Passe Muraille Backspace for the following year. It was our big break. That's why Rhubarb festival was always important to me and why I am eternally grateful to Peter.  It was also the beginning of collaborating with others to make shows from scratch. It offered great opportunities to start something out.
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Callout
We were taking famous murder scenes out of plays, where women were killed, and isolating them and playing around with them. We started with Woyzeck. It is part of destabilizing the status quo - to focus in on and highlight what kinds of scenes women were in, in plays of the last thousand years. Lots and lots of murder scenes - so many to choose from.
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Callout
The plan was to develop a mainstage show in three parts, using the three festivals that we could get into: Rhubarb!, Fringe and Summerworks. We'd do one act at each festival and that way develop some traction and buzz for the complete show that would be performed later on. That was the strategy.
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Highlight
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Callout
Would it have killed you to put in our names? I mean we WON, you can at least put in our names when we won, no? 
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Highlight
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Callout
Just too much work to look up our names, right? 
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Highlight
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Callout
uuuurrrrrccchhhmpfh
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Callout
This was part one of the Alistair Trilogy. Again, the fringe offered us a chance to try to build something from scratch. We didn't need something perfect to show back then, just interesting seeds that might get a chance to grow later on.
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Callout
When you look at murder scenes of women over and over, Vengeance is something you long for at some level.
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Callout
The push back against QUEER was often happening and people who didn't like QUEER didn't hide their disdain very much.The community back then was pretty united and would respond really quickly, usually. We hadn't been all completely destroyed by the impact of AIDS quite yet, and we hadn't been scattered to the winds quite yet by the strong reassertion of anti-social values that was coming. We still had some fight in us.
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Callout
This was going to be part 3 of the Alistair Trilogy, but it didn't turn out the way we wanted it to, so we went into doing the Alistair Trilogy with only two parts, and had to find the third during rehearsals for the final show
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Callout
Finally, people were starting to write about women and the work we were doing in the art form and in the industry.  Trisha Lamie did a lot of good in that regard, in her own quiet way.
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Highlight
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Callout
We were trying to break with the way stories were told. We didn't like the roles we had in them.
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Callout
These are key trends that were becoming visible
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Callout
There were a number of small independent companies, like this one, existing at the same time.  It was a movement to shake up 'good' theatre - the well made play. It was anti-bourgeouis and rooted in punk and grunge. It was DIY culture. We were working in basements and dive bars. The mainstream companies hated us.  
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Callout
Alistair is my Father's first name. I did this show to try and understand the stories that men tell about women. Don't get me wrong, I loved my Dad and he was an amazing talent. But he was a man from that era, an era where women were second to men. Ultimately, violence is the tool used to squash any living thing. I thought if I could deconstruct murder scenes in famous plays, maybe I could  find the patterns that continue to squash the living amongst us.  
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Highlight
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Callout
This is NOT a STO Union production. I was a performer in it. John Mighton's plays are in some ways eerily twenty five years ahead of their time.  I do wonder how the texts hold up after all of these years because the ideas were certainly ahead of us all.
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Callout
This was NOT a STO Union production. I was a performer in it. There were a bunch of us doing this kind of work, just messing with texts, taking classics and twisting them around or cutting them into pieces and rearragning them.Yes, we were burning down the house, and it needed to go. Change was coming and it had to get out of the way to make room for other voices, other ways of telling stories, other structures.
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Callout
This is NOT a STO Union production. I was in it as a performer. Why Jacob Wren decided to do a show about nuns, I will never know and you will have to ask him.But it makes me think of these patterns, once again I am in a show with a bunch of women, which didn't happen too often back then.  Shows with no words and shows with a bunch of women. Hmmm.......
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Callout
It was interesting to wear an outfit like this. I grew up an atheist, so this was interesting.
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Callout
Troupes? and our phone numbers? Bwahahahahaaaa.... oh it was such a different world!
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Callout
This show was a major turning point. It pissed people off and lines were drawn.  All of this was happening in 1995 - the turning point year - when our world began to fall apart. This play was about the reality that we had lost the war. Aids, capitalism, commercialism, conservative forces... back then we knew we had no time left to save the planet and nobody was really talking about it.  Femimists were made fun of and treated like radicals and excluded. You could no longer afford to live in Toronto. Our friends were dying horrible deaths. Communities were gutted.  This play was a scream in a pillow from someone who felt powerless to do anything about their dying world
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Callout
 Before we opened this show, Daniel MacIvor and I were walking down the street and we looked at each other and said ‘it’s over’. What we meant is that this time of exploration, of futzing with the powers that be and shaking up the way things get done, that that time was over.  There was a most powerful backlash that had begun that would shut us down, scatter us, and break our community apart.  These are the events that end the era:Ontario, 1995: Mike Harris comes to power for the conservatives. Mike Harris, the man who puts no water in his wine, slashes funding everywhere, protests erupt in education, health care, culture… It is a cruel and unfriendly time. I hope to find the video records I have of this era one day. They are a record of innocence gone.Toronto – our friends and colleagues, in their twenties and thirties, young, talented, creative men at their prime, die horrific long drawn out deaths. We were so young to experience this. As we watched, the world treated them terribly, like they wanted the people we loved to die. It took a lot of fighting to get this attention and care and to change attitudes. It was the battlefield and the war of my urban generation and it changed us for good - we were no longer the same people and we weren't the same communities when the 90's ended. Toronto 1997 SoulPepper is founded, celebrating the classics. The great male as the centre of power is re-instated. Funding is cut to most alternative places and goes to SoulPepper instead.The city becomes unnafordable to live in.Artists begin to scatter for good, leaving Toronto to never come back.Toronto mayor Mel Lastman takes office in 1998.It’s like Toronto has become pure spectacle.  Some colleagues decide to switch strategies. If Soulpepper will give them an opportunity, they take it. Performers who once were hired, are no longer hired. Everything gets much, much more 'commercial' and polarized.Other colleagues talk about applying for over twenty grants and being rejected for all of them.  It was a kind of purging in Toronto of the alternative and a re-assertion of tradition and the commercial mainstream.We knew it was happening, you could feel it everywhere. And we did a show about that: the end. The end of us, the end of life, the end of story, the end of theatre, the end of our world as we know it.   
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Callout
Next page has a better copy of the letter and I will find the full review. It's missing the last line which I believes was "Story isn't dead. My love for theatre is."
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Callout
Of course, when someone writes something like that, in that era, there was nothing you could do about it. It existed in a print paper for thousdands and thousands and thousands of people to read, if they cared to. You couldn’t talk balk or post to defend yourself. Here I was being ‘told’ by men who loved their own words that I should stop being silly and messing around with their good tradition.This is always the same tone and same way that you get 'spoken to' and diminished.I have emotional responses to these kinds of things.  I let them out by writing about them.  Writing helps, but only somewhat.  This is my emotional response to that letter:Inspired by Artaud, I screamed nonsense and flashed my tits and walked around like a zombie mumbling to myself.  You think I am crazy, worthless, unworthy of the vote, of owning property, of deciding what is to be done with my own body. Then that is how I will behave.You diminish me, you show me the face of hate every time I don’t behave in exactly the way you want me to behave, you smash your fist in the wall next to my head, you terrify me to the point where I am shitting in my pants. I am shitting. Really shitting. I don't know what I am shocked by more, the familiar fist coming at me or the shit in my pants.  Poof! I become a ghost that can squeeze through cracks and re-appear to haunt you when you least expect it.In our dying world filled with the corpses of a generation, you give to the wealthy and take from the poor. You dis-empower. You throw people out into the streets. You take away people’s capacity to educate themselves.  I vomit out your 2,500 years into a spell of madness – I will make you so utterly insane as I mess with your well-placed words, I will rip them apart. I will make you insane with my complete dis-respect and my turbulence. I will disturb you until you reveal yourself, once again, for exactly who you are, and you finally must look at yourself for exactly who you are.  As a woman, I will not save you this time when you see your reflection. You will be on your own to deal with the sorrow and shame of it.
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Callout
I keep working on releasing the emotions and then realizing that change is deeply challenging for people and they tend to lash out.  
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Thanks for hearing me out.Of course, I can't stay in an emotional reaction.I have to work through and figure out a new plan.I left the city in order to think
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Callout
Winning this was a major turning point.  I write about this in other posts. Winning the 5k cash, I could buy a car and go down to southern US -I had to get out of Toronto.I had to get away and this was my out.  I used to say "I'm running to the hills", and I was, I just didn't know that it was litterally hills I would end up in.
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Callout
I used the $5,000 dollars that came with the award (10k split between collaborator Diane Cave and myself) to buy a second hand car and I drove south. I stayed with people who lived in the National Parks and we travelled nomadically from one park to the next together for a while.  In the south is where the idea for Recent Experiences was born, a family saga spanning multiple generations. This trip marks the absolute bottom in my world, the end line, the place where there is only one way it can go and that is back up or….dead.  In the sacred desserts of Arizona, a tiny shift happened that I would not recognize or see until years later. Unbeknown to me, I had begun my healing story.
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This came out when I had subleted a place in Montreal when I got back from the United States. I spent months without talking to a single person. Montreal can be lonely that way. Then this photo came out, on the cover of C magazine and it was everywhere in Montreal. I'd walk around and see myself with a head wound. Still, nobody recognized me and I was left alone.  It was the perfect image for the end of the 1990's. We had certainly lost the battle.
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a movie I was in by filmmaker Christy Garland. The film was about an accident and the truth haunting you.  So many works about accidents and women in the 90's. My couch surfing years had begun as I travelled around, working where I could. I came back to Toronto to do this.
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Callout
Hints at what is to come. I came back to Toronto just to workshop this show. We weren't happy with our approach to text.  All it took were two simple, but great, ideas that were applied to the story, text and set and we had managed to do 'story' in a totally new way.
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This ends this first era or 'act'.I disappeared from 1997 to 2000.  These were the years where I experience transformation and my world turned around and I began to heal.  When I came back in 2000, I had a new plan, a new strategy, and my friends and colleagues and I were going to do something remarkable, with very, very little funding or support.\Below is a small preview....
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Not really naturalism.  It was the next phase of the plan. I sometimes have to phrase things in certain ways to lure who I want 'in' to see the show.  Of course I'm going to present something challenging - that's never going to change.  After being told to follow our 2,500 year tradtion, well, ok... sure, why not? So I gave out the signs that I was 'trying to be good' and wouldn't be so challening this time around with the next show. 
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Callout
Recent Experiences, a play about the lives of four generations of one family, from 1900 to now, was the project that launched ACT TWO of STO Union's story (as told by its founder using the materials discovered in the archives as inspiration). Recent Experiences: all the stars aligned for this show. And we were all up for the challenge of it.
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Text Box
This is the end of the press clippings up until around 1999. Book two, with press clippings from 2000 - 2007 is coming soon.
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